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I’ve had a very hectic month! Two
conventions with only one quiet
weekend between them!
I was delighted to see some of you
at either Blackpool or Tyneside for
these great events. There were many
ex-YMCers too! Some of you will
remember Jonathan Lloyd, now
studying in London and Steven Bridges
studying in Middlesborough - it was
great to catch up with them and learn
that they still take their magic seriously.

Photo by Mark Hesketh-Jennings

Tyneside Convention Special

I have to tell you of a special event that was held after Blackpool - just
for me! I was giving a tour of our HQ to some of the Korean stars
of magic. They loved the museum and library as well as the Club and
Devant rooms. We were in the building early so there were no lights on
in our theatre at that time, apart from the auditorium ones - but that
didn’t stop them! They suddenly decided to do a show for me! I tried
to leave to invite some of the other members from the club room but
they insisted it was a private show, just for me. With one iPad for music
and another for a spotlight, one by one, these stars performed in their
street clothes and with nothing more than a pack of cards! Their skills,
legendary when seen with full costume and props, seemed all the more
amazing in jeans and tee shirts and I felt very humble and very honoured
to be there.
Read all about both Blackpool and Tyneside in this issue and I look
forward to meeting more of you at the Bristol Day of Magic in May! Full
details on page four.
I was delighted to learn that most of the finalists for Young Magician
of the Year 2013 are not only members of YMC but regular workshop
attendees. Previous winners of J-Day, Nicholas Lee and Elizabeth Rogan
will be competing in this exciting and prestigious competition as well
as Jamie Longcake and Sonny Pennington who have also had awardwinning acts. There are six finalists altogether and I do wish them all the
very best! Ticket details are on the next page.
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A day on the coast and a magic convention that brings you
everything you would ever want? Sounds too good to be
true – but the Bristol Day of Magic will be just that! It is held
in Weston Super Mare, the whole day in one great venue
and the Gala show in a pretty theatre just around the corner.
The names who have appeared there are legendary and this
year is no exception. Joshua Jay is well known to you and he
will be lecturing as well as performing close up; FISM winner
Soma, from Hungary, will also be lecturng and performing
in the gala show. Another FISM winner, Vittorio Belloni is
well known for his amazing card and coin skills. As well as
performing close up he and Eric Roumestan will hold a coin
masterclass. Jimmy Carlo is on hand with his kids’ lecture,
mentalist Colin McLeod will be giving a lecture/workshop
and the Gala show also includes Scott Wells, Oliver Tabor,
Arthur Benjamin and Celtic Storm.
On the night before there will be a competition and everyone
is invited to take part! This will be The Bristol Bucket – throw
£1 in a bucket to enter, then you are eligible to perform! The
person voted the best will win the bucket of money! This
will be held at the Royal Hotel right next to the convention
venue.
Registrations are available from www.bristoldayofmagic.
co.uk. Junior tickets bought before 1st May are only £23.00
and after £28.00 whilst adult ones are £10.00 more. Gala
show tickets can also be bought separately.
See you there!

The Magic Circle
Young Magician
of The Year 2013
Six acts will battle for the coveted title ‘The Magic
Circle Young Magician of The Year 2013’ at
Headquarters in London on on Sunday 7th April.
YMC members Nicholas Lee, James Longcake,
Sonny Pennington and Elizabeth Rogan will compete
against each other and against non-members
Sebastian Walton and Matthew Woollons. They
all won a place in the final, following the heats
which took place recently. The winner, besides the
title, will receive admission to full Membership of
The Magic Circle at the age of eighteen with the
entrance fee and annual subscription for the first
four years waived. The Competition which has
been held biennially since 1961 celebrated its 50th
anniversary in 2011.
Tickets for the afternoon performance at 2.30pm
(which is not judged) and for the actual competition
(6.30pm) are available here: www.seetickets.com.
For more information, visit www.themagiccircle.
co.uk.
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YMC WORKSHOP DATES 2013
6th April 2013

20th July 2013 *

Sunday 27th October 2013 (J-Day)

18th May 2013 *

21st September 2013 *

30th November 2013 *

22nd June 2013

NB All dates with * are Ali Bongo show dates.

For members only. Workshop fee £8.00 paid on the day. Workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page three). Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck
of cards, notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance
each time and receive confirmation. Email: kevin.doig@tesco.net
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The all-new live theatre show for 2013 is previewing at the Orchard Theatre
Dartford before heading off on a major UK tour. The acknowledged master of
psychological illusion, fresh from the hugely successful two-year run of his 2012
Oliver award-winning show, Derren Brown: Svengali, will once again mesmerise,
shock and entertain the nation. His more recent TV show, Derren Brown: The
Experiments, won the 2012 BAFTA award for Best Entertainment Show.
APRIL: 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th The Regent, Stoke-on-Trent - 8th, 9th Princess,
Torquay - 11th, 12th, 13th Pavilions, Plymouth - 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th,
20th The Derngate, Northampton - 22th, 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th The
New, Oxford - 29th, 30th The Empire, Sunderland.
MAY: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th The Empire, Sunderland - 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th The Playhouse, Edinburgh - 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th,
21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 25th New Alexandra, Birmingham - 27th, 28th, 29th,
30th, 31st The Alhambra, Bradford.

www.atgtickets.com/artists/derren-brown

IRISH CONVENTION 2013 - BELFAST
If you live in Ireland, or feel like a weekend away, then this convention is taking place 3rd, 4th 5th May.
Be the first to see Joshua Jay’s new lecture in the UK. Axel
Hecklau has new vibrant material and the consummate
Andi Gladwin always has a new move. Guy Barrett struts
his stuff in the Gala show, with more acts still to be
announced. Do enter the Close-up Competition, featuring
a first prize of £250.00. The IBM Belfast convention
promises a fantastic weekend in a brilliant city for more
details go to www.magic2013.co.uk.
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STAND UP JOHN!

duo that lasted for six years. We performed various
musical styles interspersed with traditional double act
comedy and gentle magical treats! I started another
duo called, bizarrely, ‘Fresh Fish’ and this time we
did more comedy and magic and concentrated less
on the music.

What made you decide to give up law
and order to go full time?
I was really busy as a semi-pro and working all over
the country, in venues both large and small. At the
same time I was trying to hold down a job as a full
time officer.

John Archer has changed his style considerably
in the last ten years. Formerly a stand up comedy
Magician, with a penchant for the visual pun, John
is still a stand up magician but one who tends to
concentrate on mentalism and writes all his own
material. He is also the first magician to fool Penn
and Teller on TV’s Fool Us: Penn & Teller. That pilot
episode led to a full series.

An Interview with John Archer from
2002. Written by the previous and
late editor of the YMC magazine -

PETER McCAHON
How did you get started in magic?
Being married to Julie, and with three growing
children to support, I used to have a proper job as
a Police Constable in the Cleveland Constabulary for
ten years! I used magic in my role as a police officer
when teaching safety etc to local schools. My first
interest in magic had begun earlier, when studying
for an Honours degree in Industrial Design at The
Central School of Art & Design, London. The Magic
Spot (a magic and joke shop now sadly closed) was
owned by Alan Alan and it proved to be a regular
haunt for me as I delved into the art of trickery.
When I got back from college I teamed up with a
musical mate to form ‘Take Two’, a musical comedy

I also started performing with Mike Smith, another
member of the Middlesborough Circle of Magicians,
in an act caled ‘Archini and Smith’. This act won
the ‘Alistair Wand’ in the IBM stage competition
(1995). That act was subsequently performed at
many magical society dinners and conventions all
over the country. Even David Williamson said we
were ‘the funniest thing I’ve seen in years!’ It got
so busy performing that I finally left the police force
and decided to become a pro. I got a job working
the summer season for Haven Holidays. I performed
over 120 shows in seven months! This proved to be
a great experience – you can learn a lot in a very
short time when you do a touring summer season.

As well as being a magician you have
also written and performed comedy on
TV?
I was asked to be a writer for a close friend, Tim
Vine, on various TV projects for BBC1, Channel 4
and 5. We did early game shows which were great
opportunities for learning how to write for TV. We
just had to churn the gags out, you can’t turn round
one morning and say ‘I don’t feel funny!’ You get a
feel for what works and what doesn’t. It was during
this period that I started to conduct comedy writing
workshops for various magic societies around the
country.
The big break came when I wrote for Alter Ego, a
one-off impressionist show for ITV and then eight
episodes of ‘The Sketch Show’. This was nominated
for ‘Best New Comedy Show’ at the National TV
Awards and then went on to win a BAFTA!

You have a very unusual performing
style, do you have a top trick?
It’s very difficult to choose a top trick since I hold
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to the view that there is no such thing as a bad
trick - I think that the opposite is also true. If the
presentation and performance are right then the
simplest of tricks can be stunning entertainment.
It’s like asking ‘What’s your favourite cooking
ingredient?’ Sugar is nice but not sprinkled on
chips... I don’t think!’
Magicians are not the best people to ask about what
is a good trick because so often we judge things by
the wrong criteria. It is impossible for us to see tricks
as a non-magician does.

Do you have a favourite magician?
I really do have lots of favourites. There are many,
many big and small names who I love to watch
performing. It would be pointless trying to name
them all because I would inevitably miss some
names out. However I loved Harry Blackstone
Jr. He had great stage presence. I think that Paul
Daniels is fabulous. I was
always rather proud that
a working class lad from
up here in the North East
could make it big in Magic.
Without Paul Daniels I
may not be having such a
good time doing what I’m
doing now.

remembered. I know that some will disagree with
me but you can win a competition with a well
performed, though pretty standard, act and never
be heard of again.
As I said earlier I believe that confidence, originality
(not necessarily in effect but certainly in patter and
presentation) and knowing who you are on stage are
all important to success. I also said that this comes
with experience. So how can you develop these
attributes? Confidence comes through knowing
you can cope with all situations. An old comedian
once told me that you had to ‘die’ a lot on stage to
become a good comedian – and it’s true because
eventually you realise that it doesn’t hurt and you
can cope with it.
Once that happens you start going out in front
of an audience with added confidence because
you have lost that fear. As a result you look more
confident, the audience relaxes and you ‘die’ less.
So... perform your act lots
in front of lots of different
audiences, not just family
and friends.
Originality has to be
worked at over time.
It takes great strength
of character to see
something that works for
someone else and not
steal it; but in the long
run it pays off. The truth
is that if you be yourself
and do what you love to
do you’ll probably come
out looking successful.
There is only one you...
which brings me to my
last point:

What makes
a successful
performer?
Originality,
confidence
and knowing who you are
on stage! All of these
things come through
experience
and
unfortunately
experience
takes time. But if you start
out with these aims in
mind experience will get
you there quicker.

You have won a lot of competitions over
the years, as well as fooling Penn and
Teller, so what advice would you give to
YMC members on entering competitions?
I’ve always believed that being seen in a competition
is as important as winning it. I have never really
entered one to win, I just wanted to be seen and

Knowing who you are on
stage is not easy. Maybe
it’s
an
exaggeration
of yourself or maybe you are creating an image.
Whatever it is must be believable and this isn’t easy
when you are young. A sixteen year old will never
have the sexy, lady killer image of Lance Burton so
don’t do it. Instead be a confident, sixteen year old
in your own style – much more believable. So in the
long run do what you love to do most. Don’t be a
clone of another at. Don’t try to perform above your
own ability and be confident. If you do all those,
believe me, you’ll be successful.
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ACROBATIC
ACES

H
H
Takes Practice
The ‘Double Lift’ sleight is one of the most used in
card magic. Most readers will already be familiar
with this, the ability of lifting two cards as one.
A squared-up deck, faces down, should be held in your
left hand. The right hand comes over, the thumb at the
rear, the fingers on the outer end. The fingers peel back
the top two cards (as one) and the card(s) are reversed.
To the audience, the top card has been revealed when
in fact it was the one beneath it. A reverse procedure is
executed to replace the card(s) back on top of the deck,
as before. This is the only move we use in this simple, yet
effective, little card effect.

EFFECT:

By Ian

Adair

The simple set-up consists of:
From top of the deck - the Ace of Diamonds, under this
the Ace of Clubs and then under this the duplicate Ace
of Diamonds.

WORKING &
PRESENTATION:
Fan the deck of card towards the audience but be careful
not to disclose the top cards at this stage.
Explain that you require two Aces for this effect
and that they are already on top of the deck.

The performer fans the faces of a deck
to the audience, squares them up and
then states that two Aces are required,
one red and one black - which have
previously been placed on top of the
deck.
The Ace of Clubs is removed from the top
of the deck and placed face down onto the
table surface. Next, the Ace of Diamonds is
removed, this being placed face down on top of the first
ace.
“Watch both Aces, black below - red on top. They are
both acrobats.” the performer says as he/she snaps his/
her fingers over the cards. The uppermost card of the
two is slowly reversed to show it is now the Ace of Clubs;
and the remaining one is now the Ace of Diamonds.
”You see, the Ace below has jumped to the top and the
Ace that was once on top has jumped to the bottom.
Examine them, if you wish... feel their muscles!”

APPARATUS &
SET-UP:

In removing what is supposed to be the Ace of
Clubs, the ‘Double Lift’ (as previously described)
is executed. The two cards are turned over as
one to display the Ace of Clubs and then the
reverse procedure is performed. The TOP card
(Ace of Diamonds) is slid off (face down) and
placed onto the table. “Please remember, the
BLACK Ace is displayed before you.”
Repeat using the ‘Double Lift’ once again. This time the
top two cards are turned over as one to show the Ace
of Diamonds. Reverse procedure brings them back to
their original position. The top card (Ace of Clubs) is slid
off (face down) and placed on top of the first Ace. “
Remember too, that this RED Ace goes on TOP of the
black one.”
A good move is to pocket the remainder of the deck
here. The rest is simple - snap your fingers over both
cards and slowly reverse the uppermost Ace to show the
change. The Ace underneath is also reversed, proving
that both Aces must surely be acrobats.
Leave both cards on the table, if wished, for spectators
to handle them.

A deck of cards.
An extra Ace (in this case, the Ace of Diamonds).
volume 20, number 2 • 8

Elliott Coulson
Favourite Magicians?
David Blaine, Dynamo, Criss Angel.
What Kind Of Magic Do You Enjoy The Most?
Close up.
What do you like most about Secrets?
Reviews.
Strongest non-magical performing influences?
Don’t really have one.
Strongest magical influences?
Dynamo
Age: 12.
Current Home?
Bishops Stortford, Herts.
Joined The Young Magicians Club?
February 2012.
Hobbies apart from Magic?
Playing football.
Favourite magic book?
Royal Road to Card Magic.
Favourite magic DVD?
Sticky by Kevin Schaller and Oliver Smith.
Favourite Non-Magic Book?
Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney.
Favourite Film?
Skyfall.

What is your favourite magic on TV?
Dynamo: Magician Impossible
Which magician would you most like to be and
why?
David Blaine because I love his original style and he’s a
great magician.
If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people - real or fictitious, dead
or alive - who would they be?
Houdini, Dynamo and Michael Jackson.
Top tip for getting into magic?
Practice lots and perform to friends and family and ask
them for feedback.
Some people I would like to thank in magic for
either their help or encouragement?
My Mum and Dad and everyone at the Young Magicians
Club.
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by Paul Daniels and was a great way to end the first day.
Saturday and Sunday passed similarly with lectures from Graham Jolley,
Peter Turner, Charlie Frye, Dale
Shrimpton, Sylvester, Gaston and Scott Land (puppeteer for the movie
Team America) who not only
manipulates his puppets expertly but makes them all by hand! The Gala
featured Graham Jolley, Brian Sefton,
Scott Land, Gaston, Charlie Frye and Company - with a trick or two from
compere John Archer.
Those who stayed over until Monday were invited to the Mayor’s recept
ion where we enjoyed our final magic
feast - an hour’s one man show by Paul Daniels, always the consummat
e entertainer and a fitting end to a
wonderful weekend.
Graham P. Jolley
Photo by Kevin Creaghan
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Pete Turner with
the Las Vegas Showgirls.
Photo by Kevin Creaghan
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Joe Trachini, Simon Lovell

& Joe Pasquale.

Simon Lovell & Joe Pasquale.

As usual this was an extravaganza of magic – and it brought in record numbers of registrants with 3400
attending this year.
The names were there, some now established, but still anarchic, such as David Williamson and Simon Lovell;
whilst others were new and the future of magic – Colin Mcleod being one such name. There was a competition
for Children’s Entertainer of the Year, won by Zoobie, but no close up or stage competitions this time. For me
the amazing Mel Mellers made the convention as well as the antics of David and Simon individually. Mel was
the deserved recipient of the Ken Dodd Award for Comedy this year.
The shows were amazing! Friday night was given over to the Koreans - who had competed at FISM back in
July and had won many of the glittering prizes. All the acts were silent, with incredible manipulation skills, but
each had a very different theme from the one before. We had classic acts, fun comedy styles and fast paced
music themes as well as costume colour changes and mulitcoloured playing cards. Each act was a delight – as
were each of the performers.
The highlights of the shows were, for me, Marko Karvo with his incredble bird act and The Prince of Illusion,
whose act I have seen from its early incarnation to the FISM award winning one that it is today.
Other fun people at Blackpool were Joe Monti from New York and Phil Cass from Australia. Wayne Dobson
hosted a fabulous show with his friends one afternoon; and the ‘speed-dating’ session, with ten magicians
coming and spending ten minutes or so at each table - to explain a trick or theory - was a very worthwhile
exercise indeed.
All in all this was a packed convention but, as always, made all the better for catching up with old friends and
making new ones. It was fantastic to meet up with so many YMC members and past members too - and maybe
even more next year?

«
Simon Lovell

Anthony Owen

Above: Mel Meller receives the Ken Dodd Comedy Cup
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The Thought Reader Craze
Victorian Science at the Enchanted Boundary

by Barry H. Wiley

n Reviewed by Barry H. Wiley

Paperback book £12.99
from all good book stores.
Value for money?

N/A

7/10

Amaze your friends?

Barry Wiley has established himself as the pre-eminent
author of works on spiritualists, magnetic ladies, thought Worth the practice?
N/A
readers and the like. In his latest book he addresses the
impact of the craze for thought transference that swept
the Western world from 1870 for almost forty years and attracted the attention and research
efforts of some prominent scientists.
There are fascinating accounts of the interaction between leading professional entertainers who
were exponents of this, such as John Randall Brown, Washington Irving Bishop and Anna Eva
Fay, as well as non-professional D D Home and scientists. Ingenious experimental equipment was
devised to test their alleged powers, for example a spring balance supported board and galvanometer tests.
Other interesting investigations are those which exposed the methods of the young Creery sisters; and the work
of members of the Society for Psychical Research, with the noted Brightonian thought readers George Smith and
Douglas Blackburn, the latter eventually exposing their methods. Along the way we are treated to interesting
biographical information about the professional mind readers. There is also much background information about
the Victorian scientific world and the rivalries and disputes between leading scientists, which also impinged on their
investigations of thought reading. The author’s fluent style makes for enjoyable reading, the book is well illustrated
and it has an unusually thought-provoking Afterthought by the author.
DVD. £20.83 from
magicshop.co.uk

Franz Harary: The Experiment
by Franz Harary

n Reviewed by Richard Young

Value for money?

7/10

It’s not often a unique magic product comes along! Franz
Harary invites you to join him on stage in Delhi, India, for one N/A Amaze your friends?
of his Live Mega Magic shows as he talks you through his
illusions, on a secret microphone, during the show itself. Not Worth the practice?
N/A
many magicians will ever perform a show like this one. It has
had over $70,000,000 invested and is a mixture of the largest
stage illusions with video transmissions used as interludes to the scenes. The complicated nature
of this show means it is choreographed to the second with an accompanying cast of dancers and
illusion technicians. The mayhem and excitement on stage is beautifully contrasted by the calm and professionalism,
just a few inches away in the wings, a detail Harary himself states is critical to the success of any large illusion show.
None of the methods are explained. However there are some really interesting insights in to the deeper workings
of Harary’s mega props including why he prefers to use pulleys and ropes to open doors and animate any moving
parts of a prop rather than to automate. This demonstrates thirty years of experience and, no doubt, many disasters
on stage, teaching him to keep things simple. The quality of the sound is not always great due to Harary talking
over loud music during the performance - subtitles are used when it gets particularly bad. The picture quality suffers
similar problems, although it appears to be a result of the incredible video and lighting set up which seems to dazzle
the lens of the camera. However this DVD is a must buy for anyone who dreams of one day performing a large
illusion show. Many points which Harary covers, and his decades of experience as both a performer and inventor of
illusions, will be of huge benefit.
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense) - or put on your wish list!

Deluxe Nest of Wallets H H

Some practice

by Nick Einhorn and Alan Wong

DVD plus props. £39.99 from
www.alakazam.co.uk
Value for money?

n Reviewed by Lewis Starnes

8/10

8/10 Amaze your friends?
The Nest of Wallets by Nick Einhorn and Alan Wong is
an excellent and very versatile prop.You would have a
fantastic finale for any routine you perform with a small
Worth the practice? 8/10
borrowed object. Imagine finishing your favourite ring on
string routine by vanishing the ring - and following this up
by reaching into your pocket and removing a small leather pouch. From inside this you remove
another smaller leather pouch and inside that a third mini leather pouch is found. You now reach inside this final
pouch and produce a neatly folded piece of cloth in the centre of which is the borrowed object. It really is as strong
and clean as described and you can hand out each leather pouch as you go - there is nothing to hide.
The quality of the leather wallets is excellent thanks to Alan Wong and the instructional DVD is top notch too. Nick
Einhorn takes you through the basic loading of the wallet and the revelation for your spectators - and runs through
several routines for coins, bank notes and rings. The routines range from simple direct vanishes and re-appearances
within the wallet to a longer multiphase routine of Nick’s involving an Invisible Deck. What’s great about this prop
is that it will get you thinking about your magic and you’ll no doubt come up with your own place for it within your
close up set. Nick mentions that he originally picked up a set of J P nested wallets from the Belgian magician Jean
Paul some time ago. He felt it was under-utilised and well worth bringing to a wider magic audience. I couldn’t
agree more. If you like the sound of the effect, and can think of somewhere it fits in your routines, do consider
this - it’s strong magic.
Short instructional DVD.
£12.95 from alakazam.co.uk
Value for money?

5/10

Sanchez Fly
by David Gabbay

HH

Some Practice

n Reviewed by Will Houstoun

Ever since the visible coins across plot, created by Jonathan
Townsend and popularised by Chris Kenner, first appeared in the early 1990s
countless other handlings have been developed. So how does David Gabbay’s
Worth the practice? 7/10 Sanchez Fly stack up to the competition? In terms of the effect, Sanchez Fly is
pretty much identical to any other Three Fly type routine. Thee coins are held at
the finger tips of the right hand and, with a slight shake of the hands, the coins
visually jump to the left hand one by one. Given that there is no real innovation in the effect what is the routine like
from a technical stand point?

8/10

Amaze your friends?

One of the most significant features of the routine is that it uses a gaffed coin. The application of the gaff allows
several very clean displays of the coins that are otherwise unavailable and Gabbay has taken advantage of this
in his sequence. The gaff is not included with the DVD but will be something that most coin magicians already
own. The idea of using this particular gaff is nothing new and, in fact, goes back to a routine published by Gary
Kurtz in 1990. The production quality of the DVD is reasonable and the teaching is clear, if brief. This DVD is also
reasonably priced but I would suggest that if you are new to Three Fly then Chris Kenner’s Totally Out of Control
would represent a better investment as it also features over two dozen other great pieces of magic – and if you are
already a Three Fly performer, then Sanchez Fly will have little to offer.
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LARRY HASS
common issues that come up for most magic
performers. I want to begin this issue by tackling
“the universal question”: “What if I make a
mistake?”

Dr. Larry Hass

I consider this “the universal question” of magic
because I have never met a developing performer
who didn’t worry about “making mistakes.” This
is understandable: making a mistake would
appear to ruin the magical moment, and that
would amount to failing in public. No one wants
to “fail in public.” Empirical studies have shown
this is one of the deepest human fears; in fact,
most people fear it even more than death.
So how are we to deal with this fear?

Welcome back to “magic class!”
From the outset, the purpose of this column has been
to share the excitement of performing magic; but also
to convey my understanding of the path to follow as
we seek to create truly magical experiences for our
audiences.
In previous months, I have discussed what I see as the
three essential elements for magic: having deceptive
methods, “good words” and engaging presentations.
Recently, I have elaborated the “backstage” process by
which those elements get honed into a performance
worth sharing: practicing the parts, memorizing the
“good words,” and rehearsing the whole. What I
have learned from many years as a magic teacher is
that following this path will allow you to astonish and
entertain people with your magic. How fun is that?!
Now that I have clarified the path, and hopefully
inspired you to follow it, I would like to address some

Well, the first, essential step is to understand
that making a mistake is not equivalent to
failure. As master magician Channing Pollock
once said, “You can judge a magician by how
they cover their mistakes.” Notice: this profound
saying presupposes that magicians will make
mistakes; it is impossible to not make mistakes.
Instead of having total perfection as the goal an impossible goal - the answer to the universal
question is that we need to develop skills and
strategies for “covering” our mistakes.
I have learned that, in most cases, “covering” is
about moving on as though nothing happened. In
most situations, audience members will have no idea
a mistake was made because they don’t know what
was supposed to happen. Thus, if you keep your
wits about you, if you don’t blush or apologize, you
often can continue and none will be the wiser. Even
if someone does sense “something happened,” they
will admire your skill at being able to proceed - which,
I might add, goes up in direct proportion to how
much you rehearse and perform.
The other kind of situation that requires “cover” is
when disaster befalls. Here, I don’t mean things such
as dropping a ball or dropping some cards as you
shuffle. Those aren’t disasters, only “blips,” and you
keep moving forward like a pro - perhaps with a short,
funny line, “Glad to see gravity is still working!”
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Musings of a Magic Teacher
No, a disaster is when you have forgotten a load,
or the playing card has become completely lost,
or the thread breaks at the climax. In these bad
moments you need to “cover” with a line that both
acknowledges what happened but keeps the show
moving. I find that using a humorous line is excellent
because smiles or laughter prevent the audience from
feeling bad or pity for me, which is anti-entertaining.

during performance. To a considerable extent,
preparing to perform a piece is also about being
prepared for any mishaps that may occur. Of course
such things will happen! Magic is a performing art,
not a machine. And for me, this artful dance in the
face of risk is exactly what makes it fun!

For example, if I absolutely have to - if there is no way
to move forward - I will say, “Good thing I wasn’t skydiving!” This gets a big laugh, I smile and laugh at
myself, and we move on. A line Eugene Burger uses
is, “Back to the drawing board for that one; let’s try
something that might actually work!” One night in
Chicago I heard Ricky Jay say, “Well, this isn’t going
to work tonight; let’s try something else.” These
things happen: you pick
yourself up, move on, and
don’t beat yourself up.

Homework
1. Identify one of your best magic routines - one you
already perform on a regular basis. Working slowly
through it, identify those key moments in which
something conceivably could go wrong.

Having said this, if you find
yourself having to use this
kind of line fairly often, it
probably means you aren’t
ready to be performing
that piece; you really do
need to take it back to the
drawing board. Having a
“disaster transition line”
in your quiver is never an
excuse for performing a
routine before it is really,
honestly ready.
I should also mention that
professional performers
develop back-up plans so if a routine “blows up” they
can still bring about some kind of magical result. For
some effects this might mean, for example, having
a second stacked deck of cards in your pocket (in
case the participant drops the first one) or a second
thread hook-up. With other routines you might devise
a back-up conclusion such as the introduction of an
Invisible Deck.

Above: Larry teaching magic as part of Magic & Mystery School Week at the Magic Castle

2. With each of those vulnerable moments in mind
ask, “What is one strategy I could use there to save
the day?”
3. If you get stuck on one of those moments, find
an experienced magician who can help you devise a
solution. Don’t be afraid to ask for help!

I hope these ideas have calmed your fear of mistakes
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ADD YOUR OWN TOPPINGS BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!
MEMBER’S
PUZZLE
Use scissors and cut out
the coloured shapes.

Rearrange the shapes as
shown below.

Where in the world did
this square come from?

A
special Thank You goes to Atticus Bowring
Answer
Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
for providing us with the challenging puzzle
This is an optical illusion, you probably assumed that the
Secrets February ‘13
above!
two shapes are triangles, they are not, they are both
irregular quadrilaterals.
Remember,
you tooofcan
articles
The acute angles
the provide
red and stories,
blue triangles
are not
the same.
and
puzzles to be featured in your magazine.
What
appears
to be the hypotenuse is not
actually
Contact
Mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk
and
get a
straight line, having a bend at the point where the red
involved!!
and blue triangles meet.

If you publish this conundrum make sure the black lines
are thick, as this obscures the bend further!

Solutions
February
2013
Jungle Jumble
Solutions

The competition winners for
February’s Jungle Jumble are:
Thomas Black & Atticus Bowring Well done!
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JIG-SAW CARD
Here is a prediction effect with a difference.

H
H
Takes Practice

By Ian

Adair

EFFECT:
A small pay-type envelope is displayed, the performer
stating that it contains a prediction.

Carefully insert them with the white sides uppermost
into the envelope.

A spectator selects a card from a deck and places it face
up on the table.

If you plan to use a regular deck, arrange it so you will
be able to force the card which matches the jig-saw one.
If you use a forcing deck, it must force the appropriate
card.Display the envelope first, stating that it contains
your prediction.

“Inside this envelope is my prediction,” the performer
says, “but as you can see, it’s all in pieces.” Five white
pieces of card slide out from inside the envelope.
“As you can see, these pieces fit together rather like a
jig-saw. And I would like you (to the spectator) to reverse
them.” the performer says. The spectator does this and
is requested to complete this easy-to-do jig-saw puzzle.
When the five pieces have been arranged correctly, they
form a playing card - which matches the spectator’s
selected card.

APPARATUS:

Have a card select a card from the deck (forced).
Lift up the envelope and allow the pieces to fall onto the
table surface, white sides facing uppermost. These will
be well mixed.
Ask the spectator to reverse the pieces and explain that
your prediction is made up of several
pieces of card, rather like a jig-saw.
Ask the spectator to have a go at
completing the puzzle.
When the puzzle is completed the
image of a playing card is revealed.

A regular court card.
A piece of thick white cardboard.

Display both the selected card and
jig-saw card side by side.

A pay-type envelope.
A regular deck of cards or a forcing
deck, whichever preferred.

NOTE:
Any playing card could be used, but
a court card looks best as a complete
pictorial image.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION:
Paste the back of the court card onto the cardboard and
cut it to size. Using a craft knife cut the thick card into
five pieces, as illustrated. The reverse of these pieces are
white.
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REMEMBER TO KEEP
CHECKING BACK FOR
CONTINUED UPDATES
TO YOUR WEBSITE...
www.youngmagiciansclub.com
A great resource for members
of the Young Magicians Club.
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THE CARD
COLLECTION
All the latest decks of Playing Cards in
one place!
We stock over 2000 decks of cards in
various brands and sizes.
See all the decks on our new website
www.cards4magic.co.uk
THE LARGEST RANGE IN THE UK
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
Mon-Fri 9am to 5pm

The Card Collection
87, Ellingham Way Industrial Estate
Ashford, Kent TN23 6JZ
E-mail: clive@cards4magic.co.uk
Tel : 01233 647878
Fax: 01233 646487
The Pannier Market, 5 Southside St, The BARBICAN
Plymouth, Devon PL1 2LA. Tel: +44 (0) 1752 262756

THE PIMPERNEL

ACES

A sensational card effect by

Peter Scarlett

A short sharp card
routine that starts with
a laugh and ends with
the location of the four
aces after spectators
have shuffled the deck!
Don’t expect a brand
new principle. This is a
known principle
routined for maximum
impact.

• Can be performed with any deck
• No gimmicks or feke cards
• Resets immediately
• No difficult sleights
• Gives the impression of great skill
• Ideal for walk around
As used by Peter Scarlett in virtually all his
close-up and mix’n’mingle performances.

£10.00 p/pkg free
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I’ve seen Steven do all the magic in these
pages, and you cannot imagine how strong it is
until you read it, and do it!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I still get people commenting to me about how
they remember the time they saw this great
magician who did the most incredible trick –
I know they are talking about Steve.
He is sorely missed.
This is a book you will savour for a long time.
............

Douglas Cameron has carefully compiled over 50
routines from Steven Hamilton’s repertoire of
inspirational close up and cabaret material.
Sadly Steve is no longer with us but we are proud to
be able to share his work through this publication.
For details on the publication date,
contact Martin@internationalmagic.com

Calendar dates for November this year.....
11-15 Nov - The London Festival of Magic
15-17 Nov - The International Magic Convention

www.INTERNATIONALMAGIC.com

89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX

Tel: +44(0) 20 7405 7324

Established by Ron MacMillan over 50 years ago and still a family business !

